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Abstract
The most commonly cited control on delivery of sand to deep water is the rate of relative sea-level fall. The rapid rate of accommodation loss on the shelf causes sedimentation to shift basinward. Field and experimental numerical modeling studies have shown that deep-water sand delivery can occur during any stage of relative sea level position and across a large range of values of rate of relative sea-level change. However, these studies did not investigate the impact of sediment transport efficiency on the relationship between rate of relative sea-level change and deep-water sand delivery rate. We explore this relationship using a deterministic nonlinear diffusion-based numerical stratigraphic forward model. We vary across three orders of magnitude the diffusion coefficient value for marine settings, which controls sediment transport efficiency. We find that the rate of relative sea-level change can explain no more than 1% of the variability in deep-water sand delivery rates, regardless of sediment transport efficiency. Model results show a better correlation with relative sea level, with up to 55% of the variability in deepwater sand delivery rates explained. The results presented here are consistent with studies of natural settings which suggest stochastic processes such as avulsion and slope failure, and interactions among such processes, may explain the remaining variance. Relative sea level is a better predictor of deep-water sand delivery than rate of relative sea-level change because it is the sea-level fall itself which promotes sand delivery, not the rate of the fall. We conclude that the poor relationship between sea level and sand delivery is not an artifact of the modeling parameters but is instead due to the inadequacy of relative sea level and the rate of relative sea-level change to fully describe the dimensional space in which depositional systems reside. Subsequently, sea level itself is unable to account for the interaction of multiple processes that contribute to sand delivery to deep water.
1. Introduction

Understanding the causal mechanism for sediment distribution on continental margins is crucial to the identification of economic hydrocarbon reservoirs, prediction of geohazards, and selection of sites for carbon sequestration (Vail et al., 1977; Urlaub et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2017). The hypothesis that marine sediment distribution is due to accommodation change as the result of variation of relative sea level (i.e., the combined effects of eustasy, tectonism, crustal cooling, sediment compaction, and loading) has been the dominant sequence stratigraphic conceptual model since the 1980’s (Jervey, 1988; Posamentier et al., 1988; Posamentier and Allen, 1999). Specifically, interpretations using this model have focused on the rate of relative sea-level change, which is the first derivative of the eustatic curve minus the first derivative of subsidence, because the rate of relative sea-level change controls the rate of reduction or addition of space available for potential deposition (i.e., accommodation; Jervey, 1988). This classic model has been used to suggest that the coarsest-grained material is deposited in deeper water during the time period from the maximum rate of relative sea-level fall, when the rate of loss of accommodation is the greatest on the shelf, to the subsequent (local) minimum value of relative sea level (Posamentier and Kolla, 2003; Catuneanu et al., 2009) (Fig. 1). According to this paradigm, peaks in deep-water sand delivery rates will therefore coincide with the most negative to zero values of rate of relative sea-level change (Catuneanu et al., 2009). However, field studies have shown that sediment transport dynamics and a basin’s climatic and tectonic setting may overwhelm the effect of the relative sea-level change on the rate of delivery of sediment to deep water (Carvajal et al., 2009; Covault and Graham, 2010; and references therein; Dixon et al., 2012; Toucanne et al., 2012; Bourget et al., 2014; Talling, 2014; Liu et al., 2016; Allin et al., 2018). In these examples, oceanographic processes, seismic activity, narrow shelves, or high sediment supply contribute to the delivery of sand beyond the shelf edge during the rise or highstand in sea level.

Recent numerical stratigraphic forward modeling experiments have also shown that the relationship between deep-water sand delivery rate and relative sea level is weak (Harris et al., 2016). In these experiments, a series of eustatic curves were applied to a passive margin to study the effects of relative sea level on the total volume of sand delivered to deep water as well as on the timing and magnitude of delivery events. Model results showed that peaks in deep-water sand delivery occurred during both the falling and rising limbs of relative sea level and that the magnitude of deep-water sand delivery did not correspond to the magnitude of the sea-level fall. The models further demonstrated that autogenic processes (i.e., shelf-edge delta avulsion) could produce fluctuations in deep-water sand delivery rate with magnitudes similar to those driven by sea-level falls as well as comparable total volumes. The implications of these experiments are that autogenic processes, small, and large sea-level falls can each produce similar depositional system responses and that the timing of such responses may not be predictable from the eustatic record. Harris et al. (2016) attributed the invariant response of the sedimentary system to the concept of self-regulated equilibrium regression of shelf-edge deltas (sensu Burgess et al., 2008). This state occurs when the initial progradation of a delta to the shelf edge creates a slope that is conducive to the efficient transport of sediment across the shelf, which in turn allows subsequent progradational events to deposit sediment in deep water regardless of the magnitude of sediment supply or sea-level changes. These insights on the response of a sedimentary system to autogenic processes and sea-level changes were derived from diffusion-based numerical stratigraphic forward models (SFMs) (Burgess et al., 2006, 2008; Harris et al., 2016). Diffusion-based SFMs simulate water and sediment movement
across a digital elevation model (see Fig. 2 of Prince and Burgess, 2013). The main assumption of diffusion models is that they can effectively capture the first-order evolution of sedimentary systems at spatial scales of meters to kilometers and temporal resolution of thousands of years (Granjeon, 2014). Such models have been validated through comparison of numerically-produced results to the large-scale stratal architecture and facies distributions observed in numerous sedimentary basin settings (Flemings and Jordan, 1989; Jordan and Flemings, 1991; Clevis et al., 2003; Csato et al., 2013, 2015; Granjeon, 2014). The most challenging task in using diffusion-based sediment transport models is identification of the appropriate values for the diffusion coefficients. These values control the efficiency of sediment transport within the model and therefore can have as significant impact on sediment distribution as sea level, sediment and water supply (Rivenæs, 1997; Burgess et al., 2006, 2008; Gvirtzman et al., 2014). Previous studies have applied values which span several orders of magnitude; modelers often adjust the diffusion coefficients until the model produces slopes or stratal geometries analogous to those of the settings of interest.

Higher water-driven marine diffusion coefficients can cause fluvial-deltaic discharge to behave more like a plunging or hyperpycnal flow, bypassing sand to deeper parts of the basin with minimal influence from sea level, rather than an expanding or buoyant flow which deposits sand at the terminus of a fluvial system (Rivenæs, 1997; Gvirtzman et al., 2014). Therefore, higher water-driven diffusion coefficients for sand in marine settings should yield increasingly poor correlations between fluctuations in sea level and deep-water sand delivery, and lower values should improve the relationship, but the extent of this potential effect has not been tested systematically by previous workers. Here, we develop a series of numerical models to test the classic sequence stratigraphic conceptual model by exploring the effects of sediment transport efficiency on the relationship between deep-water sand delivery rate and sea level. We analyze this relationship by extracting deep-water sand delivery time series from each model and conducting regression analysis of both relative sea level and the rate of relative sea-level change versus that of deep-water sand delivery. Numerical modeling experiments provide an opportunity to refine sequence stratigraphic concepts through quantitative assessment of the role of relative sea-level change in continental margin sand distribution and examining the assumptions of diffusion-based numerical stratigraphic models.

2. Methods

2.1. Assumptions and Mechanics of Dionisos

Dionisos is a deterministic three-dimensional numerical stratigraphic forward model developed to simulate sediment transport at the basin scale (Granjeon, 2014). The model is used to examine the interaction of tectonism, sea level, water, and sediment supply as they relate to the volume and architecture of sedimentary deposits in the basin. Sediment transport in Dionisos is governed by overland water flow routing and a nonlinear sediment transport law (Granjeon, 2014). Overland flow is water that flows horizontally across a surface when the precipitation rate exceeds the capacity to infiltrate the surface (Horton, 1933). Overland flow water routing utilizes a multiple flow direction algorithm which can allow water to be proportionally distributed to adjacent downstream cells according to local slope. The nonlinear sediment transport law is comprised of two main equations: nonlinear hillslope creeping (gravity-), and fluvially- (water-) driven processes. This is a method of parametrizing sediment transport comparable to that used by other well-known stratigraphic forward models and validated by field studies (e.g., Willgoose et al., 1991; Rivenæs, 1992, 1997;
Tucker and Slingerland, 1994; Flemings and Grotzinger, 1996; Paola, 2000). The combined equation is:

\[ Q_s = -\left(K_s + K_w q_w^\alpha \| \nabla h \|^\beta \right) \nabla h \]

where \( Q_s \) is sediment flux (km²/kyr); \( K_s \) and \( K_w \) are the hillslope and water-driven diffusion coefficients, respectively (km²/kyr); \( q_w \) is the dimensionless water flux (-) which is the water discharge input value (m³/s) normalized by the reference discharge value of 1 m³/s; \( h \) is the topographic elevation (m); and \( \nabla h \) is the local topographic gradient or slope (-) (Ganjeon, 2014).

The model solves this equation for sand and mud grain size classes in the experiments detailed here. Sediment transport efficiency of each grain size class is governed by different diffusion coefficients for subaerial (“terrestrial”) and subaqueous (“marine”) settings. Therefore, each grain size class has two hillslope and two water transport diffusion coefficients: a total of eight coefficients for each model. In accordance with other diffusion-based basin-fill models, subaqueous or marine diffusion coefficient values are lower than subaerial values to reflect reduced sediment transport rates and increased deposition as fluvial systems enter water-filled basins (Kaufman et al., 1991; Rivenæs, 1992, 1997; Flemings and Grotzinger, 1996). This experiment examines the strength of the relationship between the sea-level change and deep-water sand delivery by analyzing seven models that vary over several orders of magnitude the values of the water-driven marine diffusion coefficient for sand (\( K_w, \) marine, sand) (Table 1). Gvirtzman et al. (2014) demonstrated that higher diffusion coefficients increase sediment transport efficiency and simulate a plunging or hyperpycnal flow at the mouth of the river and lead to the development of submarine fans on the basin floor. Dionisos assumes a quasi-steady state continuous turbidity flow and therefore simulates the aggregate long-term evolution of turbidity systems as opposed to individual turbidity flows or turbulence itself. Sediment is also transported downdip through slope failure processes, triggered for all sediment classes by slopes exceeding 2° (Table 2).

The nonlinear sediment transport law implemented in Dionisos allows it to simulate autogenic processes such as avulsion through the adjustment of sediment transport capacity related to slope and water-driven transport (\( n \) and \( m \) exponents, respectively). Increased water flow can localize erosion, creating incision or channelization due to increased sediment transport capacity; decreased water flow results in deposition due to reduced transport capacity. These processes combine to cause large-scale avulsion: deposition at the distal end of the sedimentary systems related to low slope or water-flow conditions causes backfilling, elevation of the fluvial plain or submarine canyon floor, and water flow migration. Avulsion is therefore entirely controlled by the routing of water and sediment across the modeled area, rather than by any set of boundary conditions imposed by the user.

2.2. Model Setup

2.2.1. Initial Bathymetry and Tectonics

The model dimensions were 800 km (x-direction) by 800 km (y-direction) with 10 km grid point spacing (Fig. 2). A domain of this size permitted sedimentary processes to occur with minimal boundary effects while allowing the model to be computationally efficient. The initial bathymetry was a ramp setting with a slope of 0.06° with the first 100 km of the proximal portion subaerially exposed, which increased to a water depth of 695 m at the distal edge of the basin. The slope of the initial bathymetry is similar to that of typical passive margin shelves (Table 2).
We elected to use a ramp setting rather than a pre-formed margin to allow the sedimentary system in each model to develop its own major physiographic features. Deep-water sand delivery is defined as sand deposited in water at or below the 200 m isobath as defined for that time step. This depth is the deepest part of the neritic zone and often corresponds to the shelf edge. The model implemented a simple, hinge-style tectonic subsidence with a rate of 0 m/Myr in the most proximal position and which linearly increased to 100 m/Myr at the most distal position.

2.2.2. Sea level

Each model used the eustatic curve of Kominz et al. (2008), which contributed to changing accommodation through time. The model ran with 0.1 Myr timesteps spanning the period from 66 Ma to 10 Ma. This period was characterized by a long-term cooling in average global temperatures and corresponding fall in sea level (Miller et al., 2005, 2011). The eustatic curve over this interval consisted of 20-60 m 3rd order sea-level changes (Miller et al., 2005, 2011; Kominz et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2010). This study did not include the N 60 m sea-level changes of the last 3 Myr, though the differences in the dynamics of sedimentary systems in icehouse and greenhouse settings continues to be an ongoing topic of investigation (Sømme et al., 2009; Li et al., 2016). Relative sea level and the rate of relative sea-level change were calculated from a position 200 km downdip of the most proximal edge of the model, 100 km downdip of the initial shoreline. The rate of relative sea-level change was calculated by subtracting the rate of subsidence (25 m/Myr) at this position from the rate of eustatic change.

2.2.3. Sediment Supply

Constant sediment and water discharge rates analogous to medium-sized fluvial systems were applied to the models to be consistent with sequence stratigraphic models (sensu Posamentier et al., 1988) (Fig. 3). A medium-sized fluvial system ensured sedimentation across the modeled domain and allowed the development of a shelf margin or submarine canyon system over the modeled period. All model cases included a sediment load and initial substrate composed of 20% sand and 80% mud. These values are similar to those used in other numerical modeling studies (e.g., Burgess et al., 2006) and are in accord with notion that the majority of the sedimentary rock record consists of fine-grained material (Picard, 1971; Schieber and Zimmerle, 1998). Both the initial surface and the sediment deposited during the model run had a maximum mechanical erosion rate of 1000 m/Myr. The actual erosion rate was determined by the sediment transport assumptions described above; no model run in this study reached the prescribed maximum erosion rate.

3. Results

3.1. Deep-water Sand Delivery and Stratal Architecture

The Kw, marine, sand (water-driven subaqueous sand diffusion coefficient) value had a major impact on the stratigraphic architecture and sand distribution (Fig. 4). Sedimentary systems formed with lower diffusion coefficient values (Model Runs 1-5; see Table 1) produced continental shelves, whereas those with higher values (Model Runs 6-7; see Table 1) incised the initial bathymetry and delivered increased volumes of sand to deep water. In models 1-5, sand was delivered to deep-water through slope failure at the shelf edge and the influence of sea-level fluctuations is well represented in their respective deep-water sand delivery rates: the timing of peak values of sediment delivery corresponds to periods of falling sea level. However, the magnitude of deep-water sand delivery
does not correspond with the magnitude of sea-level change (Fig. 5). In model 1, a 25 m sea-level fall at 15.2 Ma produced a peak in deep-water sand delivery rate larger than the 65 m fall at 40 Ma. Other examples of the invariant response of the sedimentary system may be found in the interval between 18-15.5 Ma, where two sea-level falls of 26 m and 21 m produced peaks in deep-water sand delivery similar to one occurring in the eustatically-stable highstand interval between them. Yet, a minor fall during the subsequent highstand resulted in a significant peak in deep-water sand delivery. In the higher diffusion coefficients of models 6 and 7, sand was bypassed to deep water through the development of a canyon (Fig. 4). The fluctuations in deep-water sand delivery were due to repeated avulsions of the channel on the basin floor fan and flushing of the canyon (Fig. 5). Sediment accumulated on the basin-floor fan and at the base of the canyon which caused backfilling, elevation of the canyon floor, and subsequent flushing events. Fluxuations in deep-water sand delivery rate were also caused by slope failure on the canyon walls. These processes often resulted in multiple peaks in deep-water sand delivery rates for a single sea-level fall. For example, in model 7, five peaks in deep-water sand delivery correspond to a single 65 m sea-level fall starting at 40 Ma (Fig. 5).

Differences in the nature of deep-water sand delivery are also illustrated in the normalized cumulative deep-water sand volume curves (Fig. 6). The stepped behavior of the curves for models 1-5 show intervals of rapid, large-voluminous deep-water sand delivery for lower Kw, marine, sand values. The higher Kw, marine, sand values of models 6 and 7 resulted in a more constant delivery of deep-water sand and thus a smoother, more linear, curve, explaining the higher minimum values of deep-water sand delivery rates than those in models 1-5 (Figs. 3, 4).

Increasing the Kw, marine, sand values had an impact on the frequency distribution of the deep-water sand delivery rates (Fig. 7). Models 1-4 have distributions that approach log-normal, with the largest frequency of deep-water sand delivery rates corresponding to lower values and lower frequency of events for higher values. Model 5 has a distribution that is distinct from the other models in that the frequency of deepwater sand delivery rates approaches a more uniform distribution, though it appears to be multimodal. Models 6 and 7 have deep-water sand delivery rate distributions that approach normal with higher mean values and a decrease in lower values with respect to Models 1-4.

3.2. Regression Analysis of Deep-Water Sand Delivery and Sea Level

Linear regression analysis was conducted on the relationship between deep-water sand delivery, relative sea level and rate of relative sea-level change. Relative sea level explains 55% of the variance in deepwater sand delivery in the best-case scenario (Model 5; Table 3). Overall, there is a positive correlation between the Kw, marine, sand value and variance explained up to Model 5. Models 6 and 7 show a progressive decrease in variance explained.

No model cases show a strong relationship between deep-water sand delivery rate and rate of relative sea-level change (Fig. 8). Increasing Kw, marine, sand values produced an inverse relationship with r2 values as hypothesized. Overall, no model in the entire experimental design achieved an r2 value greater than 0.01, thus suggesting that the rate of relative sea-level change alone is not a dominant control on deepwater sand delivery.

4. Discussion

According to classic sequence stratigraphic conceptual models, an increase in the sand/mud ratio or grain size delivered to deep water will correspond to the fastest rate of sea-level fall to the sea-level minimum (where the rate of change is zero; Posamentier et al., 1988; Posamentier and Allen, 1999;
Catuneanu et al., 2009). Recent numerical modeling experiments have demonstrated that there is a poor relationship between deep-water sand delivery and sea level, assuming all other parameters constant (Harris et al., 2016). These experiments used a diffusion-based numerical stratigraphic forward model to examine the impact of different eustatic curves on continental margin sand distribution and could identify no distinguishing characteristics in spatial pattern. In the experiments presented here, we examined the influence of the sediment transport efficiency on the relationship between deep-water sand delivery and sea level. The diffusion coefficient controls sediment transport efficiency and has been demonstrated to significantly impact sediment distribution and stratal architecture (Rivenæs, 1997; Gvirtzman et al., 2014).

Our model results show that there is generally a poor relationship between deep-water sand delivery rate and sea level in all model scenarios, though sediment transport efficiency did impact shelf-margin architecture (Fig. 4). The $r^2$ values in the best-case scenarios for relative sea level and rate of relative sea-level change can explain no more than 55% and 1% of the variability in deep-water sand delivery rates, respectively. The variance in deep-water sand delivery rate explained by relative sea level positively correlated with an increase in $K_w$, marine, sand values, which is counter to this study’s initial hypothesis. That is because increasing the efficiency of sediment transport improved the fluvial-deltaic systems’ response to sea-level fluctuations up to a certain value (Model 5). Beyond this value, the sediment transport became so efficient that the sedimentary system increasingly relied on sea level to deliver sand to deep water. This conclusion is supported by the shelf margin architecture, where increasing sediment transport efficiency values produced a less pronounced shelf (Models 1-5) and a submarine canyon system in the highest values (Models 6-7). The connection between the sediment and water point source becomes more direct with the higher $K_w$, marine, sand values due to lack of a shelf or staging zone (sensu Posamentier and Kolla, 2003) and thus produces a smoother, more linear deep-water sand delivery curve (Fig. 6). Relative sea level can explain more of the variance in deep-water sand delivery than rate of relative sea-level change because it is the presence of a sea-level fall itself rather than the rate of that fall which delivers sand to deep water. This is very well illustrated in study of Harris et al. (2016) where peaks in deep-water sand delivery rates correspond to lowstand intervals, yet those peaks occurred during the local minimum, rise and fall of sea level.

The frequency distribution of deep-water sand delivery rate changed with the imposed value of sediment transport efficiency. Models 1-4 show distributions that approach log-normal. Log-normal distributions are a common occurrence in geology and observed in deep-water settings with respect to turbidite bed thickness and recurrence intervals (Davis, 1986; Sylvester, 2007; Pantopoulos et al., 2013; Clare et al., 2016; Allin et al., 2018). The product of the occurrences of two or more normally-distributed random variables results in a log-normal distribution (Davis, 1986). Studies that have observed log-normal distributions in turbidite occurrence on continental margins suggest the distribution is the result of the combination of different turbidite triggering mechanisms (e.g., earthquakes and littoral cells delivering sediment to the heads of canyons) rather than solely the product of sea level (Allin et al., 2018). In this study, sea level, avulsion, and slope failure all contribute to deep-water sand delivery. The interaction of these independent processes produces a behavior that is not wholly predictable from model inputs.

Model 5 shows a multimodal distribution that is not found in the other models. This model scenario also shows the strongest correlation between relative sea level and deep-water sand delivery. The multimodality of the distribution and relatively stronger correlation likely reflects the different size sea-level changes in the sea-level curve (Fig. 7). However, since only 55% of the variance in deep-
water sand delivery is explained by relative sea level, nearly half of the variance in the best-case scenario must be explained by other mechanisms, such as those discussed above. Model 5 is a transition from deep-water sand delivery rates that approach a log-normal distribution in models 1-4 to those that approach a normal distribution in models 6 and 7. Larger deep-water sand delivery rates become more frequent and smaller values become rarer in models 6 and 7 (Fig. 7). In these models, the distribution is interpreted to reflect a more direct connection between the sediment and water point source and deep-water sand delivery. Nevertheless, in these models, avulsion, slope failure, and sea level interact to produce unsteady deep-water sand delivery.

The results of this modeling study and others (e.g., Kim et al., 2009; Harris et al., 2016) suggest that the poor relationship between sea level and deep-water sand delivery is independent of model input parameters and broadly consistent with field observations (e.g., Allin et al., 2016, 2018) and therefore representative of natural systems (Paola et al., 2009). This study and others have identified multiple controls on deep-water sand delivery and speculated that the interactions among these controls contribute to a poor relationship between sea level and deep-water sediment delivery. However, we posit that this lack of predictability also stems from a mismatch between the dimensions of relative sea level, rate of relative sea-level change (one-dimensional), and depositional system processes (four-dimensional). Rate of relative sea-level change is the rate of eustatic change minus the tectonic subsidence rate, which is taken at a point and can only practically be described as a one-dimensional time series (e.g., Figs. 10 and 13 of Posamentier et al., 1988). This time series is then used to describe the four-dimensional (x, y, z and time) character of sedimentary systems, creating a mismatch in dimensional space and implicitly excluding spatial variability, all but guaranteeing a poor correlation. Moreover, this emphasizes the poor dimensional descriptions of sedimentary systems in sequence stratigraphic concepts also highlighted by other workers (Muto and Steel, 2000; Burgess, 2016; Madof et al., 2016; Burgess, 2016; Zhang et al., 2017). Given this, we therefore recommend a broad-based approach to interpretation of the spatiotemporal distribution of deep-water sand deposits that incorporates depositional system context (e.g., climate, tectonism, sedimentary system dynamics, and marine processes) in multidimensional space, rather than solely focusing on sea-level change.

5. Conclusions

Sediment transport efficiency has been shown to have a significant influence on the response of a numerically-modeled sedimentary system to its boundary conditions and its resulting stratal architecture. We examined the long-term impact of the value of the water-driven marine diffusion coefficient for sand on the relationship between deep-water sand delivery and sea level. Model results show that there is a poor direct relationship between relative sea level, rate of relative sea-level change and sand delivery regardless of the choice of diffusion coefficient. We conclude that the use of sea-level change alone to describe changes in shelfal accommodation, and therefore deep-water sand delivery, is greatly hampered by the lack of dimensional space characterization and ignores the multiple combinations of processes that could contribute to deep-water sand sedimentation. The results presented here demonstrate that numerical SFMs are capable of producing outcomes that are similar to those observed in natural settings because they can account for multiple controls on sedimentation in multidimensional space. We therefore strongly recommend that the insights from well validated numerical models be given serious consideration in the continued development of sequence stratigraphic concepts.
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Fig. 1. Sequence-stratigraphic conceptual model of coarse-grained (sand) deposition on a submarine fan (modified after Posamentier and Kolla, 2003; Catuneanu et al., 2009). Sand is deposited on the submarine fan during the falling limb to minimum of sea level which is during the most rapid (most negative values) to zero rate of sea-level change (pink shaded interval).

Fig. 2. The initial bathymetry for all models. The initial gradient of the margin was 0.06°. The model used a hinge subsidence model with a linear increase in subsidence rate from 0 m/Myr in the most updip position to 100 m/Myr at the end of the model. The black semicircle represents the location of sediment and water input.

Fig. 3. Cross plot of post-dam sediment and water discharge river systems from the Milliman and Farnsworth (2011) database and the values used in this study. Sediment and water discharge values used this study were held constant throughout the model run.

Fig. 4. Final model results shown colored by percent sand. Note the increase in the water-driven subaqueous sand diffusion coefficient value from models 1 to 5 and the associated decrease in shelf development, resulting in the formation of a submarine canyon for models 6 and 7.

Fig. 5. Deep-water sand delivery rates with sea-level curve for models 1 through 7 (A to G). Small black arrows on model 1 (A.) and model 7 (G.) denote events or intervals discussed in the text.

Fig. 6. Plot of age versus normalized cumulative deep-water sand volume (deep-water sand volume per timestep/total deep-water sand volume). Steep slopes indicate high delivery rates. Models with higher Kw, marine, sand values display a quasi-linear relationship between deep-water sand delivery and time. This suggests that most of the input sediment is bypassed to deep water and is consistent with the poorly developed to nonexistent shelves of the high marine sand diffusion coefficient models.

Fig. 7. Frequency histograms of deep-water sand delivery for each model. (A-D.) Models 1-4 approach a log-normal distribution. (E.) Model 5 shows a multimodal distribution that approaches uniform. (F-G.) Models 6-7 approach a normal distribution.

Fig. 8. Cross plots of relative sea level and rate of relative sea-level change versus deep-water sand delivery rate for all models. On average, the r² values are higher for relationship between relative sea level and deep-water sand delivery rate than those for rate of relative sea-level change.
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### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
<th>Model 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water-driven marine diffusion coefficient for mud (km²/kyr)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-driven marine diffusion coefficient for sand (km²/kyr)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain length (x axis) (km)</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain length (y axis) (km)</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid spacing (km)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run Period (Ma)</td>
<td>66-10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time steps (Myr)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment supply (km³/Myr)</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>Milliman and Farnsworth (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River discharge (m³/s)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Milliman and Farnsworth (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient of shelf (degrees)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Pratson and Haxby (1996) Harris et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity-driven terrestrial diffusion coefficient for mud (km²/kyr)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Harris et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity-driven terrestrial diffusion coefficient for sand (km²/kyr)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Harris et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity-driven marine diffusion coefficient for mud (km²/kyr)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Harris et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity-driven marine diffusion coefficient for sand (km²/kyr)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Harris et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-driven terrestrial diffusion coefficient for mud (km²/kyr)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Harris et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-driven terrestrial diffusion coefficient for sand (km²/kyr)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Harris et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Prosser and Rustomji (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Prosser and Rustomji (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical angle of repose for slumping (degrees)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Booth et al. (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum erosion rate of sediment (m/Myr)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidence rate at distal end of model (km/Myr)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Xie and Heller (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea-level Curve (m)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Kominz et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Relative Sea Level</th>
<th>Rate of Relative Sea-Level Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3922</td>
<td>0.1538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2905</td>
<td>0.0844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3284</td>
<td>0.1078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.6216</td>
<td>0.3863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.7398</td>
<td>0.5474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6035</td>
<td>0.3642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.4100</td>
<td>0.1681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>